
Financial Notes 
• By Gwyneth James

Every year at this time of year I see a few struggling
taxpayers who put money into an RRSP, only to hit a
roadblock and need to take it back out. The problem
is, withdrawing from your RRSP increases your
taxable income – which could affect government
benefits and tax credits – and your overall tax bill. If
you need more flexibility, you should consider a
TFSA.

Introduced in 2009, the TFSA (Tax-Free Savings
Account, www.tfsa.gc.ca) allows Canadian residents
18 years and older to put up to $5,000 a year into a
specially-designated savings account. The
contributions themselves are not a tax deduction like
RRSPs, but the income generated on the investment
(interest, dividends and capital gains) are not taxable,
ever.

If you cannot contribute the full $5,000 in a year, you
can add the unused amount to the next year’s
$5,000 limit. This carrying forward has no time limit.
If you need to withdraw from your TFSA there is no
penalty or impact on your income, but be warned:
each contribution counts towards the year’s limit so
if you have contributed the maximum, then
withdraw some, you cannot redeposit those funds
into a TFSA until the next year.

In addition to being helpful for young people
needing flexibility, TFSAs are an excellent savings
tool for older taxpayers as well. If you are required
to make annual withdrawals from your RRIF and
don’t need the money, a TFSA will shelter future
income on those funds.

There are no attribution rules for TFSAs so you can
give your spouse the money to be contributed into
their TFSA – no taxable
investment income
means no tax impact on
the contributing spouse.

Consult with your
accountant to discuss
whether a TFSA should
be a part of your savings
strategy.

Gwyneth James MBA CGA
is the owner of TCP
Accounting & Tax Services
which has been providing
accounting services for
over 20 years to
individuals and small
businesses throughout
Peterborough City and
County. (705) 876-6011.

At the Tee • By Darren Stalteri

Spring is here and the master’s golf tournament is fast approaching. That can only mean one thing in Ontario, the start
of a new golf season. Most of us have not played or swung a golf club since last October. If you are like most golfers
you have dusted off the clubs, polished the golf shoes, recounted and double checked your stock of golf balls and tees
in your golf bag. This is the longest couple of weeks for any golf enthusiast. Well rather than driving your spouse nuts
this is a great time to also knock the dust off our bodies by getting in a routine of stretching and strengthening before
we actually get to the course. 

Here is a couple of stretches that we can do at home or at the golf course just prior to teeing off. 

1. While standing take a iron and hold it in your left hand and place the other end on the ground for support. Then
bend your right knee back with the right heel moving up towards your right glute. With your right hand grab your
ankle and pull towards your glute until it is slightly uncomfortable than hold for 10 seconds and release. Repeat and
than switch legs. This is a great stretch that will help stabilize your back swing and take pressure of your lower back.

2. While standing straight with your feet shoulder with apart place a longer golf club behind your neck. Hold with each
hand the ends of the club. Bend from the waist while keeping your back fairly straight and then bend both knees
slightly. This will put you in a athletic golfers position. Slowly turn your left shoulder under your chin or as close as
possible feeling a slight stretch in your hips, lower back, mid back and shoulders. Hold this position for 10 seconds or
to what is comfortable than turn the other direction until your right shoulder is under your chin and hold for same
amount of time. Repeat two to three times each direction. This stretch will increase the length of your turn in both
directions and get the muscles used in the golf swing ready for action.

These are a couple of stretches that you can do before you play or at home. As with any stretches or exercises please
check with your physician to make sure you are physically able. 

Good luck and keep it in the short grass.

Darren Stalteri, Golf Professional, Quarry Golf Club • See advertisement on this page for contact information.•
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